The state of continuous grace Obama, the world

That will do hundred days, tomorrow, that the first black president of the United States was invested. With him, this is all his family that conquered the Americans.

Crowds in delirium, photos trunk nude in one of the magazines, a silly world-wide press in front of "Bo", the dog of the White House: in hundred days the family Obama became the planet coqueluche. Since the arrival of the Obama to the White House January 20 it there had not signs of a weakening of the Obamania that had seized the world during the presidential campaign of 2008.

She is on the contrary climbed of a notch. The pré-adolescentes tack up on the walls of their rooms of the posts of the girls Obama, Malia, 10 years, and Sasha, 7 years, while dreaming of a "sleepover" - an invitation to sleep - to the White House or again statute of "BFFL" for "best friends for life" (better girlfriends for life). The magazines fight to publish the photos more likable of the presidential couple when they garden in their ecological vegetable one or play with their new dog Bo.

And even if the United States are confronted to their worse economical crisis since the one of the years 30, it seems that the Obama cannot do anything that carries attained to their picture. As JFK and Jackie "unless the economy does not take an even more bad turn or that an error is committed, I think that will have for them will disappear before a certain time", estimates Robert Watson, professor in political science to the Lynn University of Florida. "This is the return of Street vendor", it adds, prohibitionist the given name to the some years go through John Kennedy and his spouse Jackie to the White, considered House as a gilded era for the American presidency.

But in contrast to the Kennedy, the Obama come from ordinary families of the average class and not of privileged and fortunate families. And this is exactly this picture of ordinary family that the Americans and the people in the entire world find attaching, estimate the specialists. "They represent more simply the President and the First Lady, more than convinced democrats, more just of the African-Americans", judges Carl Anthony, a historian of the National First Ladies' Library situated in the Ohio.

It quotes the very personal speech pronounced by Michelle Obama at the beginning of April in front of girls of a school of London, in which she counseled for them to take their destiny in hand. The First Lady also related last week to a group of children how much she appreciated the life to the White House, of not more to have to cook for his
family and to be able to do the culinary breakaways in the capital with members of his team without warning anybody. Besides, the restaurants frequented by the presidential couple see their reserved tables of the weeks in advance.